UBA AWARENESS PROGRAM

Date: 31st August, 2018
Hall Time: 9:30 to 11:30 am

Venue: Seminar
No. of participants: 150

“If we have to build the nation, we have to start from the villages."
The SOCH has always thrived to work and investigate on matters when it
comes toward development and till now with the help of the team managed to
spread the organisation’s motto among others. Their recently held seminar on
“Unnat Bharat Abhiyan” which aimed towards rural development, was a grand
success!
Conveners of The SOCH; Prof. R. Y. Kurane and Prof. S. D. Gaikwad along with
HODs and project guides of all the departments attended the seminar. Mr. Sachit
Nalaskar, Assistant Professor from Thadomal Shahani College of Engineering
was the guest of honour. He is the nodal officer and coordinator of UBA (Unnat
Bharat Abiyan) and was accompanied by two of his students; Sadiya Chaudhari
and Romil Shah.

The seminar commenced at 9.30 am with the felicitation of the chief guest by Dr.
Kiran Chaudhari, HOD of Applied Science and Humanities. Initially, Sir
explained the need of Unnat Bharat Abhiyan. He stated that instead of inventing
new technologies, techies should focus on using the existing ones to solve rural
problems.
Further in the seminar, he gave detailed information about UBA and what should
one do when he come across an idea which is beneficial for our villages. He also
discussed about the villages that UBA-TSEC has adopted near Neral.

As time swept a wider distance, Sadiya gave a presentation about the
opportunities under UBA. Lastly, Romil shared his experience of getting into
UBA and gave a brief insight of roles under the same. The last session was query
solving. Different queries were asked by HODs, professors and students present
over there.
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The seminar was successful in achieving its goal, students of RGIT
enthusiastically came forward to become a part of RGIT-UBA.

The event concluded with a heartfelt thanks to all those who had guided the
team throughout this seminar. The young bunch of budding technocrats made a
promise to implement their knowledge towards the betterment of the country!

